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A message from Sue

You've probably noticed that some of my
messages tend to be wordy as I love to share
stories, but this month when I was thinking
about what I'd write, my thoughts kept
coming from the heart. First, and by far
foremost, I want to sincerely thank each of
our Care & Comfort employees for choosing
to make a difference in the lives of others
and for your commitment to our agency and
clients!

I hope your holiday season was everything you hoped it would
be, ours certainly was. Remember when we were kids, it was all
about "stuff"? I'm sure many of you happily agree with me that
now it's all about family, friends, sights, sounds, smells, and
choreographing chaos (which we usually create). It may sound
like an oxymoron to say the holidays give us all a time to breathe
and refresh, but I think they do! Maybe it's because being around
people I don't see often enough reminds me not to let life get in
the way of what truly matters. Think about it, maybe you're
breathing a little different now!

Every year after spending time with most of you, our wonderful
staff, at the holiday parties, I'm full of gratitude for a life filled with
real, honest, genuine, down to earth people! I'm always
reinvigorated and ready to kick start another year as you all
inspire me so much, and the laughter we share ~ well it's the best,
and it seems to stay with me for quite some time! I can't wait for
our July get-togethers for the next round of good times!

As we embark on another new year, I hope it is full of surprises
and joy, laughter, success, peace, and all you wish for.
Remember, a new year is like a blank book and the pen is in your
hands and it's your chance to write a beautiful story for yourself!
Again, thank you for all you do for those we serve, and thank you
for being part of our Care & Comfort family!

A Moment With Mike
Mike Stair, President & COO
Happy New Year! I've written here many
times about how our Appreciation Days are a
favorite part of my job. Traveling to each
location – Bangor, Wilton, Dover, Presque
Isle, Machias, and two in Waterville – and
seeing all the new faces alongside all the
familiar ones is something that I truly enjoy.
We have so many dedicated folks, and I love
being able to hear from so many of you who
work so hard to give your clients the care
they need and deserve. I truly appreciate each of you and all you do.
I had the honor of presenting our annual Employee of the Year
awards to two very deserving people at our December EADs.
Dianne Foster from our Presque Isle office is our winner for
Behavioral Health, and Christine Taylor, from our Waterville office,
won in the Home Health division. Both are so deserving, and they
each received a bonus check of $600! Please join me in
congratulating them on a job well done.
This year we were also fortunate to have two of our employees
receive recognition at the Blaine House for their hard work and
dedication, and I couldn't be more proud. First, Christine Taylor
(yes, the same one as above!) received the Excellence in Long Term
Care Award from the Maine Long Term Care Ombudsman Program
and the Maine Health Care Association. Christine not only cares
deeply for her clients and does her best to provide the type of care
they need, but she is also a great role model here at Care & Comfort.
Next, Eva Boyd, from our Wilton office, won Caregiver of the Year
from the Home Care & Hospice Alliance of Maine. Eva has been at
Care & Comfort for 19 years and always has such a positive and
client-focused attitude. We are so proud of both of you!
The December appreciation days come at a time of celebration and
new beginnings. It's a great time to reflect on the past year and also
look ahead at what's to come. This past year we made the transition

to a new electronic medical records system, CareVoyant. It has been
a long journey, but we are making great strides and looking
forward to seeing all the ways the new system can help us be more
efficient. Looking ahead to the new year, we are launching a project
to switch over from paper timesheets to electronic visit verification,
also called EVV. This is excellent news to many, but can also bring
up concerns for some. Change can be scary or stressful, but it can
also be positive and rewarding. It all depends on how you look at it.
Perhaps you have heard this very old story:
Many years ago, two salesmen were sent by a shoe manufacturer
into an undeveloped jungle to investigate and report back on
market potential.
The first salesman reported back, "There is no potential here nobody wears shoes."
The second salesman reported back, "There is massive potential
here - nobody wears shoes!"
This simple tale provides one of the best examples of how a single
situation may be viewed in two very different ways - negatively or
positively.
We can choose how we view EVV …
Either negatively: "I have to learn something new."
Or positively: "I get to learn something new!"
We have such a great group of folks, and I know we will meet any
challenges ahead with a positive attitude.
I'm looking forward to another great year with all of you and
hearing more stories about all the wonderful work you do for our
clients and their families. I hope everyone had a very merry holiday
season, and I'm sending you all warm wishes for a terrific 2020!
Please remember that I always welcome any suggestions for how
we can improve Care & Comfort for our employees and our clients.
You can call me at 872-5300 or reach me by emailing me at
mike.stair@careandcomfort.com.
Happy New Year!
Mike

7 Holiday Parties, thousands of miles in
vehicles traveling the State, eating way too
much good food, and being with some of the
kindest, most dedicated and funny people
we've ever met ~ that was our December! And,
we enjoyed every minute of it! Thank you for
welcoming us so warmly!!
Sue & Leo Giguere, Mike Stair, Lori Chamberlain,
Nicole Timmins, Michelle Dixon, Keith Plouffe,
Joe Tinkham and Megan Cross
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Home Health
2019 Employee of the Year

Christine Taylor, PSS
Waterville Branch

Sue Giguere, Mike Stair with Christine, who joined
Care & Comfort in 2007

Behavioral Health
2019 Employee of the Year

Dianne Foster, BHP-III
Presque Isle Branch

Sue Giguere, Mike Stair and Dianne, who joined
Care & Comfort in 2009
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"Making a difference in the lives of others and giving back to our local communities
is an integral part of our culture and who we are as an agency."
Since our founding in 1991, Care & Comfort and our employees have a strong history of
giving back to the communities where we live and work. Whether volunteering time,
sharing talents and skills or providing financial support, we are proud of our agency/
staff partnerships that support many non-profit organizations throughout Maine.
For nearly two decades, the Jeans Fund, a collaborative fundraising effort between C & C
and our administrative employees, has been the cornerstone of our annual financial
gifting. In recent years many members of our field teams expressed interest in also
contributing, so we happily restructured the Fund. And, we knew this was the perfect
time for a new name ~ thus the birth of the CARE Fund, a simple name which we think
perfectly captures our philosophy that ‘communities are really everyone’!
C & C will continue to match every dollar given, and the employees of each branch will
select their local beneficiary semi-annually as they always have.
By working together, we play an active role in supporting organizations dedicated to improving the quality of life for our neighbors
and creating positive change in our State. The commitment our team demonstrates to the Fund is extraordinary!

During December each of our Branches presented their first, official CARE FUND gifts!

PRESQUE ISLE BRANCH
The Elks National Foundation
Our Presque Isle Team brightened the future for
many in Aroostook county when they presented the
Presque Isle Elks a CARE Fund gift to benefit their
Elks National Foundation. This charitable arm of the
Benevolent & Protective Order of Elks provides
financial support for the many local programs that
help build stronger communities. Elks help children
grow up healthy and drug-free, youth develop
lifelong skills, send students to college, meet the
needs of veterans, and fund projects that improve
the quality of life in the Presque Isle region.

DOVER-FOXCROFT BRANCH
Kiwanis Club
The Kiwanis Club of Dover-Foxcroft was chosen by
our Dover employees as the recipient of their yearend CARE Fund gift. This organization helps kids
around the Piscataquis region grow and succeed, and
its members are passionate about making a
difference in their community. Kiwanians of all ages
and backgrounds work together to share their time
and talents on a myriad of various projects. One of
these, Kiwanis Park, home to a playground, picnic
area, gardens, gazebo, and a fishing pond where they
hold their annual Hooked on Fishing Not Drugs
event, provides the perfect spot for fun and
relaxation close to home.
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LEAP EXPLOSION FUND
WATERVILLE BRANCH

Chosen as CARE Fund recipients by
Care & Comfort’s

WATERVILLE BRANCH
WILTON BRANCH
AND

WATERVILLE CENTRAL OFFICE
On September 16th, the LEAP building in
Farmington tragically exploded, killing the Fire
Captain, severely injuring other firefighters and a
LEAP employee, displacing 33 people and
significantly affecting 14 LEAP employees and two
adjacent businesses.

WATERVILLE CENTRAL OFFICE

The Greater Farmington area is, as they say, near
and dear to our hearts. We have a Branch in Wilton,
many of our staff call the region home, and LEAP is
a highly respected organization with whom we
often work. When our teams each selected the
LEAP Explosion Fund as their CARE gift recipient,
they knew 100% of it would go directly to those
who suffered the most significant impact.
The United Way of the Tri-Valley Area established
the Fund immediately after the explosion to help
those affected – firefighters, those displaced behind
and adjacent to the building, and LEAP employees.
The UWTVA swiftly allocates the donated funds to
ensure immediate needs are met. Funding helps
with a variety of necessities, including first and last
month’s rent and security deposits, replacement of
household items, transportation costs, mental
health services, medical care, infrastructure repair,
and more.
From tragedy, we’ve seen hope, action, and
strength ~ and while months have passed since
that tragic day, we will support our community as
the healing continues.

WILTON BRANCH
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BANGOR BRANCH
Bangor YMCA Teen Center
Our Bangor Branch staff were pleased to present
their CARE Fund gift to the Bangor Region YMCA's
Teen Center. The Center addresses many of the
critical, unmet needs of area teens, including
substance use prevention, mental and emotional well
-being, community, and youth development. This
dynamic drop-in program where all are welcomed is
dedicated to building strong relationships and
providing safe spaces for youth with a variety of
needs and risk factors at no cost and with minimal
barriers.
Activities and programs focus on
prevention and early intervention, non-athletic
afterschool
programming,
creating
healthy
aspirations, postsecondary and career readiness,
building a sense of community and relationships, and
improving psychosocial health.

“Giving is not just
about making a

donation.
It’s about making a
difference!”
Kathy Calvin

If you would like to participate in our CARE Fund,
please ask your supervisor for details. Our next
Fund gifts will be made in July.
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Honors Employees
for Years of Service

Waterville Branch
Sue Giguere, Founder & CEO, left and Mike Stair, President & COO, right join honorees
Samantha Glidden, Alesha Davie, Cindy Herard, and Florence Hill ~ 5 years
Mark Trabue ~ 10 years, Irene Pelkey, Sheila Woodman and Eileen Hibbert ~ 5 years

Waterville Central Office
Mike Stair, 10 year service honorees Karen Adams
& Nicole Timmins, and Sue Giguere
Not pictured, Stacy Dostie ~ 15 years

Presque Isle Branch
Sue Giguere and Mike Stair with honorees Terry Palmer and
Dianne Foster ~ 10 years, and Krista Farnum ~ 5 years
Not pictured, Keegan Watt, Jolani Napalapalai, and
Jessica McMinn ~ 5 years, & Lynette Young ~ 10 years

Bangor Branch
Sue Giguere and Mike Stair with honorees, Natalie Dionne and
Caitlin Grinnell ~ 5 years, Chad Fournier ~ 10 years,
Keith LaPlante ~ 15 years, and Toby Wood ~ 20 years
Not pictured, Alissa McLaughlin ~ 5 years

Wilton Branch
Mike Stair and Sue Giguere join 10 year honorees Jake Turner and
Debbie Kennedy and 5 year honoree Jennifer Miller

Machias Branch
Lori Chamberlain, VP and Mike Stair, President
honor Kathy Look for 20 years of service.
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Ashley & Violet spreading some holiday cheer in our
Waterville office

Ashley, Ali, Lyndsey, Melissa, Violet, Meghann, and Melissa, with our
Central Office in Waterville, sure know how to rock their "Ugly
Sweaters"! Be like them, enjoy some light moments wherever you are!

Renee decked our halls in Waterville
with brightness and cheer while
wearing the most beautiful and
festive, one of a kind holiday baubles
designed exclusively for her!

"Don we now our tacky sweaters, fa la la la la la la la "
Danielle & Sue always keep our Presque Isle Branch
cheery, so we had no doubt they would have ugly
sweaters for the season!

Now here’s a group proudly modeling their finest and tackiest holiday
fashions! Carla, Colleen, Stacy, Jake, Keith and Amy certainly brightened
our Wilton Branch!
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JUST THE FACTS :

EMPATHETIC LISTENING

Presented by: Keith Plouffe

“The most basic of all human needs is the need to understand and be understood. The best way to understand people is to listen to them.”
~ Dr. Ralph G. Nichols, The Struggle to Be Human

As a healthcare agency, we provide a variety of services to the individuals, families, and communities we serve. Think of the different services you provide on a
daily basis to clients, co-workers, and representatives from other agencies. The quality and impact of these services improve dramatically when delivered with
positive regard and compassion. Truly listening so a person feels understood is a great gift we can offer the people we come in contact with professionally and
personally.
There have been key studies in psychology (e.g., ) that have revealed the deep need for people to be heard and understood and that this need is more important
than the need to get an external reward. Children have been tested at the 18, 24, and 30 month ages to see if they preferred to get a desired and requested
object or if they preferred to be heard and understood. Results showed a powerful, innate need to be heard and understood. If the child got what they asked
for, but was misunderstood, the child made attempts to correct the misunderstanding. And if the child did not get what they asked for, but felt understood, the
child was more accepting of the outcome.
Empathic listening allows people to experience being heard and understood. It allows them to solve their own difficulties in the company of a caring, empathetic
listener. It's more difficult than basic listening, because empathetic listening is often required when the person is in pain, angry, or upset. Too often in a
conversation people aren’t truly listening to what the other person is saying, but rather they are thinking of responses and looking for an opening to voice those
or give advice. Here are 6 strategies for practicing empathic listening:
1. Take the time.
Active, empathic listening requires time. It's easy to lose patience when someone is processing their feelings and trying to articulate the jumble inside their mind.
It is important to resist the urge to get to solutions or avoid your own uncomfortable feelings that the subject matter may be evoking.
2. Offer empathy, not sympathy.
Sometimes we disguise empathic listening with responses of “understanding” because we have been in similar situations. The person speaking can feel like you
are deflecting the attention to yourself. The message of empathy is, “I get you,” and not, “I get you because I've had it bad as well or even worse.”
3. Refrain from solutions.
As much as you might want to jump in and save the day with the perfect solution, don't do it. Just listen, nod, and make small comments that show you've heard
what was said. Aim at supporting the expression of the underlying feelings of hurt, frustration, apprehension, or sadness.
You will generally find that if you wait, the other person will come to the same conclusion or, there may be no neat conclusion or solution to arrive at that day. If
they ask you for a solution directly, don't offer it right away. Ask them questions like, “What’s important to you?” or “This sounds like a difficult time for you,
what do you think the best next step might be?” Try not to use leading questions with the intention of directing them to your solution. Your goal is to help them
gain more clarity and self-awareness. Always try to give the power back to the other person.
4. Ask for more.
Often a person will offer a small bit of information, but you know or suspect there's more just below the surface, and all they need is a nudge to bring it forth.
Even if you don't suspect there's more, there usually is, so it's always worth asking. A question as simple as, “Is there more?” can unleash more of the story or
the emotions behind it. You can ask this several times (maybe slightly rephrased) until it's clear the person has nothing more to add.
5. Repeat a phrase or word.
When the person is sharing powerful information, they may conclude with a sentence or statement or expression that indicates their pain, worry, or frustration.
For example, they might tell a story about being betrayed by a friend and conclude with the statement, “I am so mad, I never want to speak to her again.” You
can repeat, “You are so mad, you just don't want to speak to her.” Or you can just say, “You're really mad.”
Never, never respond with a lecture or social judgment about proper behavior like, “That’s not nice, I’m sure things will work out, or how would you feel if
someone just stopped talking to you?”
6. Allow for silences.
Long silences can be uncomfortable but resist the urge to fill the silence with your suggestions or remarks. Allow the person to use the silence to process their
thoughts and then break the silence when they are ready to speak.
When you give them this space without interrupting them, you are letting them know you're there for them and willing to allow them the time they need to gain
clarity. You might find these silences and slower-paced talking difficult to handle. But it is truly a gift to just be present and allow the person the freedom to
reflect and articulate at his or her own pace.
Check your Knowledge:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

True_____ False_____ Humans have a deep, innate need to be heard and understood that is stronger than external rewards.
True listening involves:
a. Focusing on your response so you can have your say too.
b. A spirited back and forth of ideas.
c. A chat while you do other tasks.
d. None of the above
True_____ False_____ Acceptance means you approve of or like something, or settle for less.
During empathic listening it is important to:
a. Allow for silence so the person can process and feel they are heard.
b. Give at least 3 pieces of advices of how you would handle the situation.
c. Acknowledge the pain and hurt underlying the issues without judgment.
d. A and C
True_____ False _____ Empathy and compassion aren’t really important as long as you complete your assigned tasks.
References:
Shwe, H. I., & Markman, E. M. (1997). Young children’s appreciation of the mental impact of their communicative signals. Developmental Psychology, 33(4), 630–636.
Grosse G, Behne T, Carpenter M, & Tomasello M (2010). Infants communicate in order to be understood. Developmental Psychology, 46(6), 1710–1722.
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JUST THE FACTS :

HIPAA AND MOBILE DEVICES

Presented by: Joe Tinkham & Toby Wood

Confidentiality and Privacy Practices for the Cell Phone Age
What are HIPAA and PHI?
 The Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act (HIPAA) is a federal law set national standards to protect individual’s medical records
& other personal health information.
 HIPAA works to limit who has access to an individual’s personal health information.
 Protected Health Information (PHI) is any written, electronic, spoken, or otherwise communicated information regarding a client/patient/
consumer. Names, addresses, date of birth, service dates, social security numbers, photos, diagnosis, or any personal information that can
be used to identify a client.
When can I disclose PHI?
 Healthcare workers can disclose PHI with their employer, co-workers on a need-to-know basis.
 PHI can be disclosed to another party when there is a Release of Information (ROI) signed by the client or parent/guardian.
Communication provided to the party based on the ROI must stay within the limits outlined on the release and does not typically allow for
disclosure of all client information.
 Without a signed release, information may only be shared for the certain purposes.
What HIPAA risks apply to mobile devices?
 Theft – As many as 2.1 million phones were stolen from Americans in 2018.
 Camera/Pictures – of client, prescriptions, medical conditions, pets, any other client information.
 Text Messaging/Email – info, pictures, schedule changes, and any other client information.
 Open Wi-Fi – Is someone likely to view your data? No. Does HIPAA still care? Yes.
 Contacts – These can be identified as patients and apps can use contacts in a non HIPAA-friendly way.
 Backup/Cloud – There is no such thing as The Cloud, it’s just someone else’s computer.
 Talking on your phone – unintentional transfer of information to those around you.
 The same effort you place into making sure your phone is safe should go into protecting PHI!
How do we protect PHI of all types?
 Take as little as possible into client homes, only items pertaining to that client.
 Don’t store any client info, pictures, etc. on a personal device – no pictures, contacts, care plans, etc.
 Don’t speak with anyone outside of C&C about a client unless directed to do so by your supervisor.
 Never leave documentation, plans of care, a printout of your schedule, etc. in a public area or where it can be viewed by others. Don’t
store pictures or copies of documentation on your phone.
 Be cautious when you are talking on your phone. Can others hear what you are saying?
 Take as little as possible with you into the client home; don’t set paperwork on your car!
 Never include any client information in an email to your supervisor.
 Never discuss a client in the presence of another client, even if they know each other!
 When in doubt, ask your supervisor what you should do!
How do I report a breach?
 Report all breaches of HIPAA to your supervisor. Breaches of HIPAA can result in fines ranging from $100 - $50,000 for a single violation.
Check your Knowledge:
1. HIPAA prevents us from:
a. Viewing the client’s care plan and documentation
b. Communicating client information to your supervisor
c. Texting a funny picture of my client’s cat to my friend
2. I should only email client information to my supervisor:
a. If it’s a really urgent matter
b. When I am using a secure, encrypted method of
transferring the information
c. If my client doesn’t care about confidentiality
3. Which of the following are PHI (Protected Health Information):
a. Client phone number(s)
b. A picture of my client’s schedule I’ve taken with my phone
c. The dates of service for a client

4. As long as the public Wi-Fi connection I use requires a password,
the data I transfer is secure:
a. True
b. False
5. When I’m in doubt about how I should handle PHI, I should:
a. Communicate freely with anyone who is a provider for the
client
b. Do whatever the client asks me to do, since it’s their
information
c. Ask my supervisor for direction
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JUST THE FACTS :

BODY MECHANICS AND STAYING SAFE

Working with consumers in their home or in the community poses many challenges to the caregiver. Often the home is not equipped with
ramps, lift assist devices, or facilities to accommodate a consumer’s limitations. This places the caregiver at risk of injury when assisting the
consumer. Proper body mechanics are essential to preventing injuries for both Home Health and Behavioral Health staff.
LIFTING: Cup in your breast pocket: Don’t spill the cup!
 Lead with your head.
 Wide base of support.
 Use your core muscles to prepare your back for the lift.
 Keep your head above your butt.
 Maintain the inward curve in the low back.
 Keep the chest open, don’t round the shoulders.
 Lift like a power lifter.

GOOD
Lifting Posture

BAD
Lifting Posture

Why Keep Lifts Between Knees and Shoulders
Why knee and shoulder height? The NIOSH lifting equation calculated a load constant of 51#. This was the starting load that 95% male and 75%
of female workers could handle safely in perfect conditions. Perfect conditions rarely exist in our real worlds.
The graphic to the left illustrates safe lift zones and appropriate weights in those zones. The green area is
the best power zone. The red zone is the no-lift zone and is appropriately above shoulder and below knee
height. The further a worker reaches from the body, the lesser the weight safely handled (yellow zone). In
order to avoid the Danger Zone you can see why 35# became the healthcare industry standard and a good
recommendation for all lifting environments.
Here are a few important considerations:
 Keep lifts between knee and shoulder height
 Avoid twisting when lifting-move your feet
 Avoid lifting on the floor
 Limit weight to 35#, consider lift assist devices for heavier loads
 Anything lifted manually over 35# should be a 2 person lift
 Consider dynamic lift devices to keep the load in the best position
Work environments outside these ranges increase the risks of shoulder and back injuries.

BE SAFE THIS WINTER!
Did you know that if you hydrate with water or Gatorade throughout
the day you can reduce injuries?

Surface
Awareness
Footwear

Check your Knowledge:

True or False Quiz Questions:
1. Reaching further away from the torso adds work
to one’s lower back compared to getting close to
the reach. True
2. Carrying items increases the risk of falling from a
slip because center of gravity is changed. True
3. Winter boot soles are usually more stable on
slush and ice than indoor shoe soles. True
4. Walking with short steps and knees slightly bent
reduces the risk of slipping or tripping. True
5. Hydration helps avoid injuries. True

Environment
www.memicsafety.com
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UPDATES TO THE EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK FOR 2020

Presented by: Lori Chamberlain

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT (Page 11)
Care & Comfort is an equal opportunity employer that values a diverse workplace environment where all individuals are treated with respect and
dignity. We provide equal employment opportunities (EEO) to all employees and applicants for employment without regard to race, color,
religion, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, national origin, genetic information, age, disability, veteran status or any other basis
protected by federal or state law. In addition, we do not tolerate discrimination against employees or applicants based on any of these or other
factors prohibited by law. This policy applies to all terms and conditions of employment, including hiring, placement, promotion, termination,
layoff, recall, transfers, leave of absence, compensation and training.

RECRUITMENT, RETENTION & HIRING (Page 11)
Care & Comfort is committed to employing the best qualified candidates while engaging in recruitment and selection
practices that comply with all applicable employment laws. It is the policy of Care & Comfort to provide equal employment
opportunity to all applicants and employees.
Care & Comfort recruits using a variety of sources including those dedicated to creating a diverse workforce. We require all
job postings or other recruitment messages to state that we are an Equal Opportunity employer. Selection of applicants is
based on an individual’s qualifications for the position. It is our practice to promote from within whenever possible.
As a condition of employment all applicants must successfully pass a background check, have reliable transportation, and have a smart phone for
purposes of electronic visit verification.

REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION
Pursuant to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and state law, Care & Comfort will
reasonably accommodate employees with disabilities and pregnancy related conditions upon written request. In limited
instances, a requested accommodation may pose an "undue hardship" on the Agency which prevents the accommodation
from being offered. The determination of whether an accommodation creates an "undue hardship" is contingent upon a
number of variables and is made by the head of Human Resources and President & COO. Supervisors must contact Human
Resources before disciplining, transferring, terminating or relieving an employee of job responsibilities due to disability or
pregnancy related conditions.
Medical information is treated as confidential and will be shared only on a need to know basis. Care & Comfort cannot provide accommodations
without appropriate documentation.

PERSONAL CALLS, TEXT MESSAGES, & SOCIAL MEDIA (Page 38)
Whether you work in the office, travel to client residences or transport clients in your vehicle, how you conduct yourself is of the utmost
importance. This includes how and when you use electronic communications and social media. While at work you should not receive or initiate
personal calls, text messages, personal emails, or use the internet (including Facebook, Twitter, or any other form of social media) unless it has
been approved by your supervisor. State law prohibits the use of hand held devices while driving.

USE OF PERSONAL VEHICLES (Page 42)
Since you may use your personal vehicle in the course of business we strongly recommend that all employees who drive personal vehicles on
Agency business carry at least $300,000 of liability protection and uninsured motorist coverage. The purchase of "comprehensive" and collision
insurance is at your discretion. You should speak with your insurance agent regarding appropriate coverage.
In the event of an accident while you are driving on Agency business you should look to your own insurance to protect you and your vehicle.
Remember, the auto insurance you buy is what will protect you on or off Agency time. Our Agency automobile insurance policy provides no
coverage for your vehicle. Any injury you receive in the course of your work at Care & Comfort is covered by our Worker’s Compensation
insurance; injuries from an auto accident included.
The State of Maine has a law regarding distracted driving. Employees are required to use hands-free devices while driving and to observe all
traffic laws.
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UPDATES TO THE EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK FOR 2020

Continued

SOLICITING CLIENTS (Page 42 – Formerly ‘Accepting Private Employment with a Care & Comfort Client or
Contracted Facility’)
We have a legitimate interest in protecting the business goodwill of the Agency, including the client relationships that we have created, and
those that we have paid you to create, foster and maintain.
Therefore, employees are prohibited from soliciting our clients for private pay situations or for competitive businesses (such as other home or
behavioral health businesses) while employed with us and for a period of one year after termination of employment. Failure to comply may
subject the employee to recoupment of up to six months of lost profit.

CARE FUND
We provide all employees the opportunity to participate in our Care Fund. Employees may make a contribution each pay
period through payroll deduction. Every July and December each location chooses a local 501(c)(3) charity in which to donate
the money. The best part is we match your donation! We present the donation at each location’s Employee Appreciation
Day. Participation is voluntary and employees may discontinue participation at any time.
For Administrative employees Care Fund participation also allows employees to wear jeans on Friday.

HOME HEALTH (HH) & BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (BH) OPS MANUAL UPDATE 2020

WORKING A HOLIDAY (HH Page 20 and BH Page 22)
If you are paid hourly you must have prior authorization from your supervisor to work holidays. The following days are recognized as holidays for
Care & Comfort: New Year’s Day, Presidents’ Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, Day after Thanksgiving and
Christmas Day.
If you are per diem or CPT staff and approved to work any of these holidays, you will be paid 1.2 times your regular rate of pay. If you do not
wish to be scheduled for a holiday please notify your supervisor in advance (at least 7 days prior to the holiday) so alternate attempts for
coverage can be made for clients that may be scheduled on a holiday. You receive holiday pay only when you work that holiday and only when
approved in advance with your supervisor. Care & Comfort is not obligated to pay a premium rate for unauthorized time worked on a holidays.

IMPORTANT!
Please Keep Your Info Updated
We would like to remind you to update your personal information with us if you have had any changes!
It is essential that you keep your info up to date as we often send out important notices and emails.
Here’s a checklist of changes you might have:
 Name
 Home and/or Mailing Addresses
 Phone number
 Email Address
Contact Ali Short in HR by phone 872-5300 or email
ali.short@careandcomfort.com
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